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SCOPE: DEMOLISH SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE 
 
EXISTING CONDITIONS  
The bungalow at 12146 Broadstreet was constructed in 1923. The side gable roof is punctuated by a central 
dormer on the front and rear elevations and the side elevations featured clapboard siding on the first floor 
and shake siding on the second floor. Brick piers, running from grade to halfway between the porch floor 
and eave, are topped with squared, tapered wood columns, a hallmark detail to the porch that spans the full 
width of the house. At the time of historic district designation, a side addition with a shed roof was intact.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 

The Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA) owns 12146 Broadstreet. It completed a pre-demolition 
environmental inspection report in September 2018; it was revised in December 2019. It also 
commissioned a “Historic Structural Assessment Report” from Robert Silman Associates in February 
2020. An abridged version of the structural report states the following: 
 
Historic Structural Assessment Report - Silman 
Foundation 
Walls appear to be in poor condition. Water was observed to flow through the step cracking observed in the 
interior face of the west foundation wall. Vegetative growth was also observed.  
 

Floor Framing 
The central timber supporting the north-south spanning joist has failed, resulting in the collapse in the 
majority of the first floor. Due to this condition, the wood joist and supporting wood stud-bearing walls at 
the second floor appear to be in poor condition. Extensive fire damage of the joists observed. Entire middle 
portion of the building appeared to be collapsing inward.  
 

Roof Framing 
From the exterior, the roof framing appeared to be sagging inward, likely due to the collapsed framing 
support found on the interior.  
 

Exterior 
Wood façade observed to be in poor condition. Fire damage was observed around window/door openings 
and most of the front porch. The primary joist supporting the porch was shown to be unsupported at their 
end conditions; the spandrel beam spanning between wood posts appeared to be sagging. The southern-
most post appears to have shifted and is now out of plumb and alignment with the brick masonry pier 
below. Severe warping of the porch floor was observed. 
 

Overall Comments 
All interior framing appeared to be collapsing inward; the entire framing of the first and second floors, attic 
and likely roof needs to be replaced. The exterior bearing walls exhibited severe fire damage and need to be 
replaced. The front porch should be removed and replaced.  
 
 

Located 
between 
Cortland and 
Elmhurst, the 
house is near 
the southern 
border of the 
Russell 
Woods-
Sullivan 
historic district. 



Neighborhood Sales and Rehabilitation Cost – Detroit Land Bank  
The DLBA states the neighborhood real estate values likely would not justify the extensive repair costs. 
Within a one-mile radius of 12146 Broadstreet, the median sale price of single-family homes that sold on 
the private market in 2019 is $33,000 ($21/sq. ft).  
 

In 2019, four houses sold for over $150,000 within a one-mile radius of the property. Three of them are 
located on Oakman Boulevard, which has a unique real estate market and demand is stronger than 
surrounding areas. The fourth house is on Leslie Street in the heart of Russell Woods, where demand is 
also stronger than in the area of the subject property. All four have brick exterior with intact historic 
details; median square footage is 2,115 – nearly twice the square footage of 12146 Broadstreet. The highest 
price per square foot in a one-mile radius in 2019 was $81/sq. ft. – much lower than the $150/sq. ft. the 
DLBA estimated is needed to rehab this house.   
 
PROPOSAL  
The DLBA is requesting to demolish the structure at 12146 Broadstreet. Per a January 31, 2020 memo 
from the DLBA to the Detroit Building Authority, “After the demolition is complete, the DLBA plans to 
list the lot as a side lot for adjacent homeowners to purchase. While the house immediately next door is 
vacant, the houses across the alley are currently occupied and would be eligible to purchase the lot.”  
 
STAFF OBSERVATIONS AND RESEARCH  
 Staff noted this block has four single-

family houses, two multi-family 
houses, four apartment buildings (three 
of which are large 1920s-era 
structures), two churches, three single-
story commercial buildings and a large, 
circa 1920s school (now a charter 
school). The remaining lots serve as 
surface parking, a community garden, 
or are open, grassy lots.  

 The post-1951 Sanborn map of the east 
side of Broadstreet reflects current 
density. 12146 Broadstreet is outlined 
in orange. The four single-family 
houses flank two of the three apartment 
buildings. Hope Academy fills about ½ 
the length of the block on the west side 
of Broadstreet.   

 The highest density of structures is 
within the northern half of Broadstreet 
near Cortland.  HDC staff conducted a 
windshield survey of the adjacent 
properties which showed them to be 
occupied, or if vacant, structurally 
sound with rehabilitation potential.  

 Hope Academy, a public charter 
school, has requested the house be 
demolished. The academy submitted a 
letter of support for its demolition.  

Single Family Houses  

Hope Academy  



ISSUES  
 The structural assessment noted the estimated building damage at 90 – 100%. All interior and the 

majority of the exterior building materials require replacement thereby causing the loss of the 
building’s historic integrity.  

 On the east side of Broadstreet between Cortland and Elmhurst, there are seven empty lots and 
eleven buildings, making an inconsistent streetwall. Additionally the proximity of 12146 
Broadstreet to its residential neighbor is so small, the demolition and removal of 12146 Broadstreet 
would not cause a noticeable change to the street’s existing visual identity.   

 
RECOMMENDATION  
It is staff’s opinion, based on the physical deterioration of the existing structure and minimal retention of 
historic materials, coupled with the estimated costs for rebuilding this structure, that the applicant has 
proven it is not economically feasible to rebuild and therefore, that the proposal for demolition meets the 
36CFR67.7 Standards for Rehabilitation, which shall be applied taking into consideration economic and 
technical feasibility. Staff recommends the proposal be approved by the Commission.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Silman has been retained to perform a historic structure assessment of the building at 12146 Broadstreet 

Avenue in Detroit, Michigan. The purpose of the report is to assess the existing conditions, document 

observations and provide recommendations as related to the structure. This investigation serves to help the 

Historic District Commission as they review and make decisions regarding the structural integrity of the 

building. As part of our investigation Silman has referenced Secretary of the Interior’s Preservation Brief 35 

and the structural assessment templates/checklists provided by the city. 

The property is in the “Russell Woods-Sullivan” Michigan Local Historic District, which is in the northwest 

section of the city of Detroit about five miles from downtown. Per the nomination report the Historic District 

“is primarily residential, consisting of slightly over 1000 single family houses, two-family houses, and a limited 

number of other multi-unit dwellings, all within a thirty-two block area.” The boundaries of the historic district 

are roughly north of Cortland, south of Waverly, east of Livernois and west of Dexter as shown in the site plan 

below (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 Site Plan of Russell Woods Sullivan Historic District (Google Maps) 

Per the nomination “the Russel Woods-Sullivan Area” consists of two subdivisions platted nine years apart by 

two different developers”. The area west of Petoskey Avenue is the Russell Woods section. It typically 

consists of two-and-a-half story single family homes built in the 1920s and 1930s with some apartment 

buildings at the northern border. The area east of Petoskey Avenue is the Sullivan section with homes built in 

the 1930s and 1940s and some larger commercial and multi-family structures at the north and east 

boundaries. 
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Structural Description & History 

The building at 12146 Broadstreet Avenue was originally built in 1923 based on available documentation. The 

building was done in the bungalow architectural style. The structure is roughly 1,200 square feet with 2 stories 

and plan dimensions of about 30 feet in the north-south direction and 40 feet in the east-west direction. A 

vicinity map has been provided below showing the building’s location within the Russell Woods-Sullivan 

Historic District (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 Vicinity Map Showing Structure’s Location (Google Maps) 

Foundation 

Silman observed the foundation system to be comprised of CMU foundation walls and a slab on grade in the 

basement. The foundation elements supporting the CMU walls were not visible.  Note that Silman’s 

observation of the foundation walls were partially limited as some wall finishes were present; the identification 

and assessment of these walls were observed in areas where the finishes have deteriorated or were removed. 

Floor Framing 

The first-floor framing appears to consist of wood joists spanning north-south in two bays.  There is an 

interior line of support that consists of a timber member that spans between bearing walls and is supported 

periodically by steel pipe columns.  The joists typically span between the north/south foundation walls and the 

interior timber support line.  

The second floor framing primarily consists of wood joists spanning north-south between exterior and interior 

wood stud bearing walls, running in the east-west direction. Note that observations of the second floor 

framing was limited due to collapse of the floor below. Observations were primarily made from the stairway at 

the east entrance. 

Roof Framing 

The roof framing could not be observed from inside the building due to lack of access. Portions of the first 

floor were observed to be collapsed, cutting off access to the stairway leading to the second floor. From the 

exterior, local areas of the roof and dormer framing were exposed due to deterioration and weathering; the 

framing appeared to consist of wood rafters, supporting a sheathing assembly and asphalt shingles. 
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Exterior 

The façade of the building typically consists of a wood paneling assembly. A wood framed porch constructed 

off of the buildings west façade was observed as well. The roof in this area overhangs the porch and is 

supported by wood joists spanning between wood posts, supported on brick masonry piers. 

STRUCTURAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Assessment completed 1/16/2020 

Foundation 

From Silman’s limited observations of the foundation walls (due to obstructions from finishes), the walls 

appeared to be in poor condition. Water was observed to be flowing through the step cracking observed in the 

interior face of the west foundation wall (Figure 3).  Vegetative growth was observed through the walls as well 

(Figure 4). The slab on grade could not be appropriately assessed due to the large amount of debris and 

standing water present (Figure 5). 

Floor Framing 

At the first floor, the wood joists within the southernmost bay were observed to have failed where a large 

section of the floor had collapsed (Figure 6). The central timber supporting the north-south spanning joist had 

appeared to failed as well, resulting in the collapse in the majority of the first floor (Figure 7). The steel pipe 

columns supporting the failed timber had visible signs of surface rusting, were out of plumb, and appeared to 

be punching through the timber (Figure 8). 

From Silman’s limited observation due to the collapse of the first floor, the wood joist and supporting wood 

stud bearing walls at the second floor appeared to be in poor condition. Extensive fire damage of the joists 

was observed (Figure 9 to Figure 11).  The entire middle portion of the building appeared to be collapsing 

inward, in the same location of the collapsed first floor below (Figure 10). 

Roof Framing 

Due to the collapse at the first floor, there was no access to the stairway leading to the floor above. As a 

result, observation of the roof / attic framing from the interior was prohibited. From the exterior, the roof 

framing was concealed by the roofing assembly but appeared to be sagging inward, likely due to the collapsed 

framing support found at the interior (Figure 12 & Figure 21). 

Exterior 

The wood façade was observed to be in poor condition, typically. Fire damage was observed typically around 

window/door openings and throughout most of the front porch area (Figure 12, Figure 15, & Figure 18). In 

areas, where fire damaged was not apparent, extensive weathering was observed indicated by the extensive 

paint deterioration (Figure 19 & Figure 20). Ivy growth was observed at the north façade (Figure 18). 

The front porch was observed to be in poor condition as well. Severe warping of the floor was observed 

(Figure 13). The primary joist supporting the porch were observed to be unsupported at their end conditions 

(Figure 14). At the upper sections of the porch, the spandrel beam spanning between wood post appeared to 

be sagging (Figure 16). The southern most wood post appeared to have shifted and is now out of plumb and 

alignment with the brick masonry pier below (Figure 17).  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Critical Deficiencies 

• All the interior framing observed appeared to be collapsing inward, likely due to the failure of the 

first-floor framing.  The interior bearing line at the first floor had failed which compromises the 

support of the remaining framing above.  The entire framing of the first floor, second floor, attic, and 

likely the roof needs to be replaced.  The exterior bearing walls that were visible also exhibited severe 

fire damage and would need to be replaced.  Entrance to the house should be restricted to the unsafe 

nature of all the framing.     

• The front porch should be removed and replaced if desired.   

 Serious Deficiency 

• The large cracks in the CMU block walls at the basement need to be repaired to prevent water 

infiltration into the basement.   
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APPENDIX A – PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
Figure 3 Existing Condition of Foundation CMU Walls With Cracking Observed 

 

Figure 4 Vegetative Growth Through Foundation Walls 
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Figure 5 Basement Slab with Standing Water Observed 

 
Figure 6 First Floor Failed Joist Framing 
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Figure 7 First Floor Failed Central Timber (Red) 

 
Figure 8 Apparent Punching Failure of Post Through Timber 
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Figure 9 Second Floor Framing with Extensive Fire Damage 
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Figure 10 Wood Stud Walls with Extensive Fire Damage 

 
Figure 11 Second Floor Joist Framing with Extensive Fire Damage 
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Figure 12 West Facade 

  

 
Figure 13 Front Porch 
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Figure 14 Side View of Front Porch 

 

Figure 15 Underside of Porch Framing with Extensive Fire Damage 
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Figure 16 Apparent Sagging of Roof and Spandrel Beam 

  

 

 
Figure 17 Wood Post Roof Support Out of Alignment 
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Figure 18 North Facade 

 

 
Figure 19 South Facade 
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Figure 20 South Lower Facade 

  

 

 
Figure 21 East Facade 
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APPENDIX B – STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT REPORT VISUAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
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ETC Job #:  212922 

Parcel: 14012131-2 

House No: 12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204 

Date Inspected: 08/26/2018 

Inspected By: Kelvin Duncan  

Inspector ID #: A-51050 

Report Date: 09/07/2018 

No. Stories 2 & Attic   

Square Footage 900 SF  

Basement Square Footage 900 SF 

Siding Wood Garage No 

Color Black Garage Square Footage - 

Roof Shingles Shingle Garage Siding - 

Electric (Gone) Disconnected Garage Color - 

Gas (Gone) Disconnected Garage Shingles - 

Survey Limitations: House is unsafe to enter due to fire damage 

Building Information 
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Pre-Demolition Environmental Inspection Summary Report 

 

Parcel: 14012131-2 

House No. 12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204 

Date Inspected: 08/26/2018 

TIRE(s) REPORT 

TABLE 1 
 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

 

 

Material Quantity & Units Location 

Misc. Items Below De Minimis Throughout Property 

Material Quantity & Units Location 

None Observed   



 

 

TABLE 2 

SUSPECT ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS 

Parcel: 14012131-2 

House No. 12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204 

Date Inspected: 08/26/2018 

 

Material # 

Friable (F) / 

Non-friable 

(NF) 

 

Material 

 

Material Location 

Estimated 

Quantity 

ACM  

Present 

 

1 F Plaster on Lath Throughout House 4800 SF Yes 

2 F Plaster on Metal FS1 100 SF No 

3 F Rolled Insulation, White Exterior 100 SF No 

4 F Blown-in Insulation, White Throughout 2100 SF No 

5 F Rolled Insulation, Pink Throughout 2100 SF No 

6 NF Cat 2 Window Rope, White Exterior 12 Units No 

7 NF Cat 2 Window Glaze, Black/White Exterior 12 Units Yes 

8 NF Cat 2 Exterior Caulk, White Exterior 12 Units No 

9 NF Cat 2 Red Brick Mortar, Grey Exterior 100 SF No 

10 NF Cat 2 Cinder Block Mortar, Grey Exterior 1800 SF No 

11 NF Cat 2 Drywall, White FS1 200 SF No 

12 NF Cat 2 House Wrap, Black Exterior 12,100 SF No 

13 NF Cat 1 Shingles, Brown Exterior Roof 1200 SF No 

Pre-Demolition Environmental Inspection Summary Report 

Table 2 - Is a summary of the materials that were sampled.  Materials that test positive for asbestos have been 

bolded to make identification easier.  Quantities that are listed are estimates only.  It is the contractor’s respon-

sibility to verify all amounts of asbestos identified during the bid process. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment: 

 

Site Drawing 
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Site Photographs 
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Laboratory Analytical Results 
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NVLAP Certification 
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Environmental Testing 
Laboratories, Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive, Suite 200 
Romulus, Michigan 48174

(734) 955-6600

Fax: (734) 955-6604

To:

Attention:

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Romulus, MI 48174

Project Location:

Salley Meyer

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

REVISED REPORT

Client Project: 14012131-2

212922ETL Job: 

Report Date: 8/31/2018

Lab Sample Number Client Sample Number Sample Type Completed

 824647 Asbestos PLM01A 8/30/2018

 824648 Asbestos PLM01B 8/30/2018

 824649 Asbestos PLM01C 8/30/2018

 824650 Asbestos PLM01D 8/30/2018

 824651 Asbestos PLM01E 8/30/2018

 824652 Asbestos PLM02A 8/30/2018

 824653 Asbestos PLM02B 8/30/2018

 824654 Asbestos PLM02C 8/30/2018

 824655 Asbestos PLM03A 8/30/2018

 824656 Asbestos PLM03B 8/30/2018

 824657 Asbestos PLM04A 8/30/2018

 824658 Asbestos PLM04B 8/30/2018

 824659 Asbestos PLM05A 8/30/2018

 824660 Asbestos PLM05B 8/30/2018

 824661 Asbestos PLM06A 8/30/2018

 824662 Asbestos PLM06B 8/30/2018

 824663 Asbestos PLM07A 8/30/2018

This report is intended for use solely by the individual or entity to which it is addressed.  This report may not be used by the client to claim product 

certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NIST, or any agency of the Federal Government. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential 

and otherwise exempt by law from disclosure.  If the reader of this information is not the intended recipient or an employee of its intended recipient, you are 

herewith notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this information in error, please 

notify ETL immediately.  Thank you.  
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Lab Sample Number Client Sample Number Sample Type Completed

 824664 Asbestos PLM07B 8/30/2018

 824665 Asbestos PLM08A 8/30/2018

 824666 Asbestos PLM08B 8/30/2018

 824667 Asbestos PLM09A 8/30/2018

 824668 Asbestos PLM09B 8/30/2018

 824669 Asbestos PLM10A 8/30/2018

 824670 Asbestos PLM10B 8/30/2018

 824671 Asbestos PLM11A 8/30/2018

 824672 Asbestos PLM11B 8/30/2018

 824673 Asbestos PLM12A 8/30/2018

 824674 Asbestos PLM12B 8/30/2018

 824675 Asbestos PLM13A 8/30/2018

 824676 Asbestos PLM13B 8/30/2018

Reviewed by:

Quality Assurance Coordinator

This report is intended for use solely by the individual or entity to which it is addressed.  This report may not be used by the client to claim product 

certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NIST, or any agency of the Federal Government. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential 

and otherwise exempt by law from disclosure.  If the reader of this information is not the intended recipient or an employee of its intended recipient, you are 

herewith notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this information in error, please 

notify ETL immediately.  Thank you.  
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

PC 0.75% Chrysotile824647

01A
PC 99.25% OtherGreyPlaster on Lath

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-1 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824647

01A
PLM 100% OtherWhiteSkim

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-2 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

PC 0.25% Chrysotile824648

01B
PC 99.75% OtherGreyPlaster on Lath

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-1 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824648

01B
PLM 100% OtherWhiteSkim

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-2 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

PC 0.75% Chrysotile824649

01C
PC 99.25% OtherGreyPlaster on Lath

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-1 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824649

01C
PLM 100% OtherGreySkim

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-2 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

PC 1.25% Chrysotile824650

01D
PC 98.75% OtherGreyPlaster on Lath

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-1 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824650

01D
PLM 100% OtherWhiteSkim

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-2 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

824651

01E

Not Analyzed

1

Layer-1 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 

 None Detected824651

01E
PLM 100% OtherWhiteSkim

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Layer-2 Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824652

02A
PLM 96% OtherPLM 4% CelluloseGreyPlaster on Metal

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824653

02B
PLM 96% OtherPLM 4% CelluloseGreyPlaster on Metal

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

 None Detected824654

02C
PLM 96% OtherPLM 4% CelluloseGreyPlaster on Metal

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824655

03A
PLM 80% OtherPLM 20% CelluloseWhiteRolled Insulation

Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824656

03B
PLM 80% OtherPLM 20% CelluloseWhiteRolled Insulation

Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824657

04A
PLM 40% OtherPLM 60% CelluloseWhiteBlown Insulation

Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824658

04B
PLM 40% OtherPLM 60% CelluloseWhiteBlown Insulation

Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824659

05A
PLM 90% OtherPLM 10% CellulosePinkRolled Insulation

Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

 None Detected824660

05B
PLM 90% OtherPLM 10% CellulosePinkRolled Insulation

Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824661

06A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhiteWindow Rope

Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824662

06B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhiteWindow Rope

Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

PLM 2% Chrysotile824663

07A
PLM 96% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhite/BlackWindow Glaze

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

824664

07B

Not Analyzed

Ext

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 

 None Detected824665

08A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhiteExterior Caulk

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

 None Detected824666

08B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhiteExterior Caulk

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824667

09A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseGreyRed Brick Mortar

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824668

09B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseGreyRed Brick Mortar

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824669

10A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseGreyCinder Block Mortar

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824670

10B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseGreyCinder Block Mortar

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824671

11A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhiteDrywall

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

 None Detected824672

11B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseWhiteDrywall

Non-Fibrous

Homogenous1

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824673

12A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseBlackHouse Wrap

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824674

12B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseBlackHouse Wrap

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824675

13A
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseBrownShingles

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt Roof

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

 None Detected824676

13B
PLM 98% OtherPLM 2% CelluloseBrownShingles

Non-Fibrous

HomogenousExt Roof

Analyst: Preet Sahani

Date Analyzed : 08/30/2018

Lab Supervisor/Other Signatory

Analyst: Preet Sahani

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.
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Certificate of Analysis

Polarized Light Microscopy Asbestos Analysis Report

Location :

To :

Romulus,MI 48174

Environmental Testing And Consulting Inc.

38900 Huron River Drive

Vacant Residence

12146 Broadstreet, Detroit, MI 48204

ETC Job :

Client Project  :

212922

14012131-2

Environmental Testing Laboratories, Inc.
38900 Huron River Drive, 

Suite 200, Romulus, Michigan 48174, 

(734) 955-6600, Fax: (734) 955-6604

Sample Description Appearance % Fibrous % Non-Fibrous % Asbestos

08/26/2018

08/27/2018

Date Collected :

Date Received :

400 Point Count Results by EPA 600/R-93/116 PLM (denoted by "PC")

Item 198.1: PLM Methods for Identifying and Quantitating Asbestos in Bulk Samples

Item 198.6: PLM Methods for Identifying and Quantitating Asbestos in Non-Friable Organically Bound Bulk Samples

EPA 600/R-93/116: Method for Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Building Materials

EPA 600/M4-82-020: Interim Method for Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Insulation Samples

ETL, Inc. maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced without written approval by ETL, 

Inc. Test Method EPA 600/R-93-116 & EPA 600/M4-82/020 or NYSDOH-ELAP item 198.1 and/or 198.6 was used to analyze all samples. Matrix interference and/or 

resolution limits (i.e. detecting asbestos in non-friable organically bound materials) may yield false results in certain circumstances. Quantitative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) is currently the only method that can pronounce materials as non-asbestos containing. Interpretation and use of test results are the 

responsibility of the client. ETL, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of the results when requested to physically separate and analyze layered samples. Any 

PLM results below 10% should be re-analyzed using the EPA recommended Point Count method. Any material that has greater than 1% asbestos content is 

considered to be an Asbestos Containing Material (ACM).  These materials are regulated by both OSHA and the EPA and must be treated accordingly. Results are 

related to only to samples that were tested.











 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment: 

 

MDEQ Notification of Intent to 

Renovate / Demolish Form EQP 5661 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment: 

 

Inspection Procedures 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Pre-Demolition Environmental Inspection Procedures 

 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INSPECTION 

 

A table showing hazardous materials, above the household quantity limitations, found at the house is included as Table 

1: Hazardous Materials.  This table lists non-asbestos materials that may be hazardous and require special handling and 

disposal requirements.  Items that might be in this category include: mercury switches, fluorescent lighting tubes and 

ballasts, halogen lights, Freon in refrigeration units, pesticides, herbicides, paints, solvents, etc. 

Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) that addresses hazardous wastes, there is a residential 

household quantity exclusion.  Materials are listed in Table I if they are present in quantities larger than what would typi-

cally be expected to be used and disposed in a normal household, and/or may require special handling and disposal re-

quirements, such as: paints, solvents, adhesives, oils, tires, large circuit boards (such as televisions, computers, and secu-

rity systems), prescription drugs, and syringes.  On the other hand, if there were only household sized containers of 

maintenance, cleaning, non-prescription health and personal hygiene products, radios, and controllers present, as would 

be found in most homes, these materials would not be listed.   

Fluorescent lighting systems have ballasts that have the potential to contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).  Although 

PCBs are no longer commercially produced in the United States, they may be present in U.S. products that were pro-

duced prior to 1979, and may still be commercially available from other countries.  Fluorescent bulbs, thermostats, and 

thermometers may contain mercury and can be treated as Universal Waste, which are streamlined standards for manag-

ing common types of hazardous waste.   

If obtained, photographs of hazardous materials for the above referenced property are included in Attachment:  Site 

Photographs. 

 

ASBESTOS CONTAINING BUILDING MATERIAL INSPECTION 

 

The property was inspected for the presence of asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) in order to meet the requirements 

of 40 CFR, Part 61, Subpart M, National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). 

 

Asbestos Inspection 

 

The property was inspected for the presence of suspected ACMs.  Typical building materials that may contain asbestos 

included drywall, plaster, stucco, floor tiles, roofing felt and shingles, ceiling tiles, insulation, pipe insulation, and duct 

insulation.   

 

Sample Collection 

 

At least two samples of each suspected asbestos containing material identified during the inspection was collected.  For 

surfacing materials (sprayed and/or troweled on) a minimum of three samples were collected for areas that contained less 

than 1000 square feet of the material; 5 samples were collected for materials 1000 to 5000 square feet, and 7 samples 

were taken for areas greater than 5000 square feet.  A Michigan Accredited Asbestos Inspector collected representative 

samples of each suspected ACM.  Each sample was placed into a sealed plastic bag and labeled.  A description of the 

material and location of the sample collected was recorded in the field notes.  The total quantity of each suspected ACM 

was estimated and recorded in the field notes. 

 

A listing of suspect ACMs at this property that were sampled and sent to the laboratory for analysis is included in Table 

2.  A copy of a floor plan showing sample locations is included in Attachment:  Site Drawing. 



 

 
Pre-Demolition Environmental Inspection Procedures 

 

Table 2 (ACM Identified, Material Type, Friability Category, Removal Methods and Cost Estimate) 

 

This chart provides the following information: 

• The specific asbestos containing materials (ACM) found (i.e. floor tiles, pipe insulation, etc.) 

• The type of material involved (1) surfacing (trowel of spray applied materials), (2) thermal system 

insulation (TSI) used for heat exclusion or retention purposes on HVAC equipment or (3) miscellaneous 

materials that include all materials that are not surfacing or TSI. 

• The friability category defined by the National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants 

NESHAPS either (1) Friable—meaning the material can be crumbled or pulverized by hand pressure, (2) 

Category 1—Non-friable material—meaning asbestos-containing packing, gasket, resilient floor covering 

or asphalt roofing products and (3) Category 2—Non-friable material including all other non-friable mate-

rials not included in Category 1 definition. 

• The minimal removal methods that should be utilized to remove the material including: 

 

Full Negative Pressure Enclosure Techniques 

Full negative pressure enclosure techniques include the following.  Before beginning work, the enclo-

sure must be inspected for breaches and smoke tested for leaks.  If any  breaches or leaks are present, 

they must be repaired before work is to begin.  Briefly, the full negative pressure enclosure method in-

volves sealing off the entire removal area with air tight polyethylene barriers (including wall, floors 

and ceilings when non-porous) and drawing air out of the enclosure using air filtration devices (AFD’s) 

equipped with High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters.  The removal of air from within the 

sealed environment causes negative pressure (similar to a mild vacuum) within the removal area.  This 

negative pressure prevents any contaminated air from within the enclosure from escaping and effecting 

unprotected workers outside the enclosed space. 

When removing materials from within an enclosure, the contractor must insure that it is very wet in 

order to keep the asbestos fiber release from the materials to a minimum.  When airborne asbestos fi-

bers are wetted, the extra weight of the H2O forces the fibers to the floor keeping the airborne contami-

nant level as low as possible. 

Although wetting usually keeps the asbestos being removed from emitting a lot of fibers, there is still a 

strong possibility of high fiber levels within any contained area.  For this reason, the contractors per-

sonnel and any other person entering the area is required to wear complete personal protective equip-

ment including: disposable coveralls, appropriate respirators, head and foot coverings.  As this clothing 

will more than likely become contaminated while working within the enclosure, they must be removed 

and disposed of when exiting the removal area. 

Further, personnel entering the enclosure must change street clothing into temporary disposable cloth-

ing prior to entering the enclosure.   This allows the personnel to perform their work and change out of 

their contaminated clothing prior to taking a shower on the way out to remove any residual fibers that 

are still on their bodies. 



 

 
Pre-Demolition Environmental Inspection Procedures 

 

Glovebag Techniques 

The glove bag process involves installing the glovebag around the material to be removed (i.e. piping 

or tanks), putting hands into the rubber gloves that are built in as part of the bag, and proceeding to re-

move the insulation material.  In order to remove the material, the abatement workers must have all ap-

propriate tools to perform the activities within the bag prior to beginning work.  Additionally, the 

glovebags are required to be leak checked with smoke tubes prior to beginning removal.  The work 

must be accomplished while the material is wet (per NESHAPS 40 CFR part 61 regulation) so this re-

quires the personnel to place an airless sprayer into the bag and continue to wet the material while it is 

being removed to insure that fiber levels are below the PEL of 0.10 f/cc.   

Following the removal of the material, the substrate within the glove bag is scrubbed off with wire 

brushes and scrubbing pads and then washed with water and sprayed with an encapsulant.  The encap-

sulant is a heavy duty paint like substance that fastens down whatever residual fibers may be left on the 

substrate.  After the material has been encapsulated, the bottom of the bag (with the wetted asbestos 

waste) is twisted closed and sealed with tape.   

The twisted area is then covered with duct tape and the top of the bag is separated from the bottom of 

the bag.  The abatement contractor may then safely cut away the bottom of the bag and dispose of the 

waste.  The top of the bag with the tools must then be addressed.   The tools within the bag are pulled 

through one of the glove and sealed with duct tape.  These tools (still sealed within the glove) may be 

transferred to the next glovebag.  The remaining top section of the glovebag should then be carefully 

sliced away from the substrate while a HEPA vacuum is held close to the surface.  This will prevent 

any residual fibers from escaping from within the bag. 

Although the glovebag should insure that no fibers escape the enclosed space, it is possible that fibers 

may escape and all precautions possible must be followed to insure protection to abatement workers 

and workers in the general environment around the removal area.  This means that workers must follow 

all rules and regulations including wearing disposable coveralls, appropriate respirators, head and foot 

coverings and following all decontamination methods.  Further, partial or complete decontamination 

facilities and/or staging areas may be required based upon the amount of material being removed. 

The following listed items are requirements of using the glovebag process as required by OSHA 

1926.1101:  1) The glovebag must be made of a an air tight 6-mil polyethylene bag with a seamless 

bottom;  2) Before beginning work the glovebag must be smoke tested for leaks.  If any leaks are pre-

sent, they must be repaired before work can begin;  3) Also, before work can begin, any loose or friable 

material next to the glovebag work area must be sealed with two layers of 6-mil plastic so that it is not 

disturb during the glovebag operations;  4) Glovebags may not be moved from place to place, they 

must be used only once;  5) Glovebags can only be used on surfaces whose temperatures do not exceed 

150 degrees; 6) At least two people must perform glovebag operations no matter how much material is 

to be removed. 



 

 
Pre-Demolition Environmental Inspection Procedures 

 

Critical Barrier Techniques 

Critical barrier techniques were utilized during this project.   Although this method was used, the mate-

rials being removed were non-friable in nature and kept wet throughout the removal process.  The criti-

cal barrier removal method is the least stringent approved method for removing asbestos and can only 

be used in certain situations. 

Critical barrier removal methods are usually used for removal for materials such as floor tile, transite 

board, roofing materials and/or other non-friable materials.  This method insures the safest environment 

reasonable when removing currently unregulated non-friable asbestos containing materials. 

In short, the critical barrier method of removal is similar to the full enclosure technique (refer to the 

EPA purple book) only not so stringent.  The area is still sealed off from the surrounding areas with 

polyethylene sheeting, but the negative pressure system, shower unit, and/or full decontamination unit 

(dirty room, shower and clean room) procedures may not always be implemented.  The specific re-

quirements (as compared to the full enclosure removal) vary from area to area and project to project.  

The requirements for this project were dictated by the types of material being removed and the judg-

ment of the project designer for the removal project.  

• Lastly, this chart includes estimates for the cost to removal each of the materials and a total removal cost 

that will be uploaded into the saleforce platform. 

Laboratory Analysis / Results 

 

Each sample of suspect ACM collected at this property was analyzed for asbestos content using polarized light 

microscopy (PLM) by a NVLAP and NIST accredited laboratory in accordance with 40 CFR Ch. I (1-1-87 

Edition) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A, pp. 293-299.  Asbestos containing materials are defined as materials 

that contain greater than one percent (>1%) asbestos. 

 

Each sample collected for analysis was delivered to either ETL (Environmental Testing Laboratories), 38900 

W. Huron River Drive, Suite 200, Romulus, MI 48174, and/or ACM Engineering & Environmental Services, 

26598 US Highway 20 West, South Bend, IN 46628.  Laboratory results are included in Attachment:  Labo-

ratory Analytical Results. 

 

SIGNATURE 

 

This report was prepared based on the site conditions that existed at the time of the inspection, sample collec-

tion, and the laboratory analytical results. 

 

 

Prepared by:            

  Kelvin Duncan, Michigan Certified Asbestos Inspector (s) 

  Michigan Accreditation Number (s) A-51050 



 

 

 

 

  Detroit Land Bank Authority 
500 Griswold Street Suite 1200 

Detroit, MI  48226 
Main: 313.974.6869| Fax: 313.447.3056|buildingdetroit.org 

 

 

 

 

From: Inventory Department, Detroit Land Bank Authority 

To: Detroit Building Authority 

Date: January 31, 2020 

In re: 12146 Broadstreet (Parcel ID: 14012131-2) 

The Detroit Land Bank Authority believes the structure at the above-referenced address should be demolished 
based on the following factors: 

• Property condition: The structure displays signs of extensive fire damage. A property inspection on 
1/5/2017, as well as the environmental survey carried out on 8/26/2018, reveal significant and 
widespread fire damage to the interior and exterior of the house. The house was deemed unsafe for 
entry on both visits. Here is a link to past inspection images:  

o 2017 inspection: https://gtjadmin.com/view_assets.asp?id=2164282  
o 2018 environmental survey: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AYXap5EU6rvEm_zCLhBxyaEIGYimu7v8 
• Property location: While growing, neighborhood real estate values likely would not justify these 

extensive property repair costs. The house is, moreover, located in the southernmost section of the 
neighborhood, adjacent to areas of higher vacancy and disinvestment, where property values are lower 
and sale would be more difficult. Finally, unlike other parts of Russell Woods, this section of Broadstreet 
lacks historic structural intactness. 

• Public input: Members of the public have requested that the DLBA demolish this house. Hope Academy, 
a public charter school located across the street, has requested that the house be demolished. 

• Future use: After the demolition is complete, the DLBA plans to list the lot as a side lot for adjacent 
homeowners to purchase. While the house immediately next door is vacant, the houses across the alley 
are currently occupied and would be eligible to purchase the lot.  

 

 

https://gtjadmin.com/view_assets.asp?id=2164282
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AYXap5EU6rvEm_zCLhBxyaEIGYimu7v8




 
 

SEC. 25-2-130.  RUSSELL WOODS-SULLIVAN HISTORIC DISTRICT. 
(A) a historic district to be known as the Russell Woods-Sullivan historic district is hereby 

established in accordance with the provisions of this article. 
(B) this historic district designation is hereby certified as being consistent with the Detroit 

master plan. 
(C) the boundaries of the Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District are as shown on the map 

on file in the office of the city clerk, and shall be: on the north, a line beginning at a point 
at the intersection of the centerline of Waverly Avenue and the centerline extended 
northward of the north-south alley between Livernois Avenue and Broadstreet Boulevard; 
thence east along the centerline of Waverly Avenue to its intersection with the centerline 
of Broadstreet Boulevard; thence north along the centerline of Broadstreet Boulevard to 
its intersection with the centerline of West Davison Avenue, thence east along said 
centerline of West Davison Avenue to its intersection with the centerline extended 
northward of the north-south alley between Broadstreet Boulevard and Petoskey Avenue; 
thence south along the centerline of said alley to its intersection with the centerline of the 
east-west alley between West Davison and Waverly Avenue; thence east along the 
centerline of said alley to its intersection with the centerline of Petoskey Avenue; thence 
south along the centerline of Petoskey Avenue to its intersection with the centerline of 
Waverly Avenue; thence east along the centerline of Waverly Avenue to its intersection 
with the centerline of Holmur avenue; thence north along centerline of Holmur avenue to 
its intersection with the centerline of West Davison Avenue; thence east along said 
centerline of West Davison Avenue to its intersection with the centerline of Dexter 
Boulevard; thence south along said centerline of Dexter Boulevard to its intersection with 
the centerline of Waverly Avenue; thence east along said centerline of Waverly Avenue 
to its intersection with the centerline of the north-south alley lying between Dexter 
Boulevard and Wildemere Avenue.  On the east, the centerline of the north-south alley 
lying between Dexter Boulevard and Wildemere Avenue.  On the south, a line beginning 
at a point, that point being the intersection of the centerline of the north-south alley lying 
between Dexter Boulevard and Wildemere Avenue with the southern boundary, extended 
eastward and westward, of lot 36 of Linwood Heights subdivision (l.35, p.6); thence 
westerly along said southern boundary of lot 36 to its intersection with the centerline of 
Dexter Boulevard; thence north along the centerline of Dexter Boulevard to its 
intersection with the southern boundary of the Daniel Sullivan’s Dexter Blvd. #1 
subdivision (l.55, p.53); thence westerly along the southern boundary of Daniel 
Sullivan’s Dexter Blvd. #1 subdivision (l.55, p.53) and continuing along the southern 
boundary of the Russell Woods subdivision (l.34, p.3) to its intersection with the 
centerline of the north-south alley between Broadstreet Boulevard and Martindale 
avenue; thence south along the centerline of said alley to its intersection with the south 
line of lot 336, extended east and west, of Brown and Babcock’s subdivision (l.16, p.15); 
thence west along said lot line as extended to its intersection with the centerline of 
Broadstreet Avenue; thence north along said centerline of Broadstreet Boulevard to its 
intersection with the south lot line of lot 20 of Brown and Babcock’s subdivision (l.16, 
p.15), as extended east and west; thence west along said south line of lot 20 to its 
intersection with the centerline of the north-south alley between Cascade Avenue and 
Broadstreet Boulevard; thence north along the centerline of said alley to its intersection 
with the centerline of the east-west alley lying between Cortland Avenue and Elmhurst 
Avenue and adjacent to the northwest corner of lot 17 of Brown and Babcock’s 
subdivision (l. 16, p.15); thence west along said alley to its intersection with a line 192 
feet west of the east lot line of out lot 8 of Joseph Yerkes subdivision of the northerly part 
of fractional 1/4 sec. 30, t.t.a.t. (L.3, p.38) as extended north and south; thence north 
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along said line to its intersection with the southern boundary of the Russell Woods 
Subdivision (l.34, p.3); thence westerly along the southern boundary of the Russell 
Woods Subdivision (l.34, p.3) to its intersection with the centerline of the north-south 
alley lying between Livernois Avenue and Broadstreet Boulevard and immediately 
adjacent to the rear of the lots fronting on the east side of Livernois Avenue. On the west, 
the centerline of the north-south alley directly south of Livernois Avenue. (The property 
included within these boundaries includes lots 1-443 and lots 445-620 of the Russell 
Woods Subdivision, liber 34 page 3; lots 1-20 and 336-350 of Brown & Babcocks 
subdivision, liber 16 page 15; lots 1-4, 67-73, and 136-142 of Lathrup’s Dexter 
Boulevard Subdivision, liber 32 page 15; lots 36-66 of the Linwood Heights Subdivision, 
liber 35 page 6; lots 10-14 of Sullivan’s Dexter Boulevard Subdivision, liber 46 page 30; 
lots 74-571 of Sullivan’s Dexter Boulevard Subdivision no. 1, liber 55 page 53; out lot 7  
of Joseph Yerkes subdivision of the northerly part of part of the fractional quarter section 
30, ten thousand acre tract, liber 3 page 36;  and all that part of quarter section 12, ten 
thousand acre tract,  lying between Davison Avenue and Waverly Avenue and between 
Dexter Boulevard and vacated Holmur Avenue. 

(D) The design treatment level of the Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District shall be 
conservation as provided for in section 25-2-2(3) of this code. 

(E) The defined elements of design, as provided for in section 25-2-2 of this code, shall be as 
follows: 

(1) Height. The dominant residential structures in the Russell woods-Sullivan historic 
district range from one-and-a-half (1½) to  two-and-a-half  (2½) stories tall, with 
those of two (2) to two-and-a-half (2½) forming a substantial majority.  One-and-
a-half (1½) story houses typically have a very steep roof pitch, increasing the 
overall height.  A few one (1) story houses exist but are not characteristic. 
Additions to existing buildings shall be related to the existing structure.  
Commercial and institutional structures on Dexter Boulevard and one (1) 
apartment building adjacent to Dexter Boulevard depart from these norms, 
ranging in height from one to four stories. New single family and two family 
residences shall meet the following standards: 

(i) Eight (8) adjoining houses on the same block face, 
excluding any one-story houses,  shall be used to 
determine an average height.  If eight (8) houses 
are not available on the same block face, then one 
(1) or more houses as close as possible to being 
directly across the street from the proposed 
structure may be used.  The height of the two (2) 
adjoining houses shall be added into the total twice, 
with a divisor of ten (10) used to determine the 
average.  The main roof of any new building must 
have a height of at least eighty percent (80%) of the 
resulting average.  In no case shall a new building 
be taller than the tallest roof height included in the 
calculation.  In determining the height of existing 
buildings and proposed buildings, the highest point 
of the main roof shall be used, even where towers or 
other minor elements may be higher. 

(ii) The level of the eaves of the proposed new structure 
has as much or more significance for compatibility 
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as the roof height.  Therefore, an average eave or 
cornice height shall be determined by the process in 
Subsection (E)(1)(i) of this section described, again 
excluding one-story houses.  The proposed new 
structure shall have a height at the eaves or cornice 
of not less than ninety percent (90%) of the average 
determined from existing structures; and in no case 
shall the eaves or cornice of the proposed structure 
be lower than the lowest eave or cornice height used 
in the computation, or higher than the highest eave 
or cornice. 

(2)   Proportion of buildings front facades.  The typical front facade of a single or 
two-unit house in the Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District is approximately 
as tall to its eaves as it is wide.  One-and-a-half (1½) story houses sometimes 
have facades wider than tall, but balanced by a steeply pitched roof resulting in a 
balanced overall composition.  The two terrace buildings are wider than tall 
along Petoskey; multi-story apartment buildings are taller than wide.  
Commercial buildings that contribute to the historic district on Dexter Boulevard, 
where they exist adjacent to similar buildings, form a horizontal row. 

(3)   Proportion of openings within the facades.  In residential buildings, openings 
amount to between twenty (20) and thirty-five (35) percent of the front facade, 
with the majority ranging from twenty-five (25) to thirty (30) percent. Buildings 
of the “moderne” and “Art deco” styles will have a percentage of openings in the 
upper portion of the general range.  Typical openings are taller than wide. It is 
not uncommon for several windows which are taller than wide to fill a single 
opening which is wider than tall.  Houses built later in the period of development 
sometimes have individual windows which are balanced or somewhat wider than 
tall; such a window is often the main opening of the first floor front facade. 

(4)   Rhythm of solids to voids in front facades. In four-square style buildings and 
buildings derived from classical precedents, voids are usually arranged in a 
symmetrical and evenly-spaced manner within the facades.  In examples of other 
styles, particularly those of English medieval inspiration, voids are arranged with 
more freedom, but usually result in a balanced composition.  On Dexter 
Boulevard, the repetitive flow of storefront openings, where they exist, create a 
rhythm along the commercial frontage. 

(5)   Rhythm of spacing of buildings on streets.  In the Russell Woods-Sullivan 
Historic District, the spacing of the buildings is generally determined by the lot 
sizes and setbacks from side lot lines.  There is a general regularity in the widths 
of subdivision lots from one block to another.  The residential lots generally 
range from thirty-five to  forty (40) feet wide, with the exception of Broadstreet 
Boulevard, where the majority of lots range from forty-eight (48) feet to sixty-
eight (68) feet in width, the larger being the corner lots. Also with the exception 
of Broadstreet Boulevard, houses are usually situated close to the western lot line, 
allowing for just enough space for a side driveway along the eastern lot line.   

(6)   Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projections.  Porch types relate to the type and 
style of the building.  Buildings with an upper and lower unit, primarily on 
Cortland Avenue, Buena Vista Avenue, Tyler Avenue and Waverly Avenue, often 
have two story porches that project from the main wall surface.  One common 
entrance arrangement on vernacular English revival single-family houses is that of 
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a slightly projecting, steeply gabled vestibule, either enclosed or open, entered 
through an arched opening. The first floor wall surface of the front facade is 
sometimes extended to contain either a narrow arched opening for pedestrians to 
pass or a car-width sized opening serving as an entrance over the driveway for a 
car to pass through.   Another common arrangement, predominantly at the 
eastern end of the district in the Sullivan Subdivision, is the open porch with 
metal awning frames overhead.  In general, a variety of residential porch types 
exist in the district; most tend to be shallow, are not always covered, and vary in 
placement on the front facade.  They create an interesting rhythm along the 
streetscape, especially where a number of any one kind exist in a row. 

(7)   Relationship of materials.  The majority of houses are faced with brick, often 
combined with wood, stone or stucco.  Some houses on Glendale and Waverly 
Avenues in the Russell Woods Subdivision are entirely of wood; very few houses 
are entirely stucco.   Stone trim is common, and wood is almost universally used 
for window frames and other functional trim.  Windows are commonly either 
metal casements or wooden sash.  Original metal awning shades and balustrades 
exist.  Roofs on the majority of the buildings in the Russell Woods-Sullivan 
Historic District are now asphalt shingled, whereas many were likely originally 
shingled in wood.  Only two apartment buildings on Broadstreet Boulevard and 
the Broadstreet Presbyterian church retain their slate roofs. 

(8)  Relationship of textures.  The major texture is that of brick laid in mortar, often 
juxtaposed with wood or smooth or rough-faced stone elements and trim.  
Textured brick and brick laid in patterns creates considerable interest, as does 
half-timbering, leaded and subdivided windows, and wood shingled or horizontal 
sided elements.   Slate and wood shingle roofs have particular textural values 
where they exist.  Asphalt shingles generally have little textural interest, even in 
those types which purport to imitate some other variety.  

(9)   Relationship of colors.  Natural brick colors (such as red, yellow, brown, and 
buff) predominate in wall surfaces.  Natural stone colors also exist.  Where 
stucco or concrete exists, it usually remains in its natural state, or is painted in a 
shade of cream.  Roofs are in natural colors (tile and slate colors, natural and 
stained wood colors), and asphalt shingles are predominantly within this same 
dark color range.  Paint colors often relate to style.  The buildings derived from 
classical precedents, particularly those of neo-classical styles, generally have 
woodwork painted white, cream, or in the range of those colors. Colors known to 
have been in use on similar buildings of this style in the eighteenth or early 
twentieth centuries may be considered for appropriateness.  Buildings or 
vernacular English revival styles generally have painted woodwork and window 
frames of a dark brown or cream color.  Half timbering is almost always stained 
dark brown.  Tile, mosaics, and stained glass, where it exists as decoration visible 
on the front facade, contributes to the artistic interest of the building.  The 
original colors of any building, as determined by professional analysis, are always 
acceptable for a house, and may provide guidance for similar houses. 

(10)   Relationship of architectural details.  The architectural elements and details of 
each structure generally relate to its style. Residential buildings derived from 
classical styles display modest detail, mostly in wood.  Porches, shutters, window 
frames, cornices, and dormer windows are commonly, although not always, 
treated.  Characteristic elements and details displayed on vernacular English 
revival- influenced buildings include arched windows and door openings, steeply 
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pitched gables, towers, and sometimes half-timbering. Artistic touches, including 
stained glass, tile, and mosaics, provide artistic decoration.    Bungalows and 
arts and crafts style buildings feature wide porches and overhangs.  Commercial 
buildings along Dexter Avenue range in style from neo-Georgian to art deco and 
art moderne.   Institutional buildings on Dexter Boulevard are art moderne or 
modern in appearance.  Broadstreet Presbyterian church is vernacular late neo-
gothic in style.   In general, the district is rich in early to mid-twentieth century 
architectural styles. 

(11)   Relationship of roof shapes. The Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District is 
primarily composed of houses displaying a variety of roof shapes relating to style.  
Common are the multiple steeply sloped gables and substantial chimneys present 
on vernacular English revival-influenced houses.  Typical houses built in the 
1930s in the Sullivan Subdivision often have turrets and gables projection above 
the roof line.  Classically-inspired buildings display pitched roofs, with or 
without dormers; some have front or side-facing gambrels.  Roofs of houses built 
later in the period of development of the district tend to have significantly lower 
slopes.   Commercial buildings on Dexter have flat roofs that are not visible from 
the street  

(12)   Walls of continuity.  The common setbacks of the houses on the residential 
streets and the placement of commercial buildings on Dexter at the front lot line 
create very strong walls of continuity. 

(13)   Relationship of significant landscape features and surface treatments.   The 
typical treatment of individual properties is a flat front lawn area in grass turf, 
subdivided by a straight or curving walk leading to the front entrance and a single 
width side driveway leading to a garage at the rear of the lot.  Recent front yard 
steel lamp posts with round globes are common on some blocks.  Foundation 
plantings, often of a deciduous nature and characteristic of the period 1920-1960, 
are present virtually without exception.  Large evergreen trees shield some 
houses from view.  There is variety in the landscape treatment of individual 
properties.  Hedges and fencing between properties are not common, although 
rear yards are commonly fenced.   There is a wide range in the type of fencing, 
with chain-link common.  The placement of trees on the tree lawn between the 
public sidewalk and curb varies from block to block or street to street, and is not 
consistent, although rows of maple trees have been planted to replace the mature 
maples on Cortland.  Lack of street trees in some blocks likely reflects loss 
through disease of the American elms once common in Detroit. Replacement trees 
should be characteristic of the area and period.  Plantings of new trees should be 
directed to "tree lawns" and medians.  If American elm is planted, it should be 
disease resistant.   Street lighting throughout the district is mounted on wooden 
utility poles, except around Russell Woods Park, where tall steel standards are 
located on the periphery of the park. On corner lots, garages and driveways face 
the side streets.  Alleys have been vacated. 

(14)   Relationship of open space to structures.  The Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic 
District has as its main open space Russell Woods Park, bounded by Old Mill 
Place, Fullerton Avenue, Broadstreet Boulevard and Leslie Avenue.  Another 
public recreational area exists at the northeast corner of the district between 
Waverly Avenue and West Davison Avenue.  All houses have rear yards as well 
as front yards.  Additional open space on Dexter Boulevard and West Davison 
Avenue is a result of building demolition and the existence of parking lots. 
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(15)  Scale of facades and facade elements.  The Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic 
District comprises a neighborhood of moderately scaled houses and multi-unit 
buildings and a low-scale commercial strip along Dexter Avenue. Single-family 
houses on Broadstreet Boulevard are generally larger in scale than houses 
elsewhere in the district, with the exception of some comparably-scaled houses on 
corner lots.  Elements and details within are appropriately scaled, dependent on 
the style of the building.  Broadstreet Presbyterian Church is a small-scale 
religious institution.   

(16)  Directional expression of front elevations.  Most single family houses in the 
Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District are neutral in directional expression, 
with the exception of a few of the neo-Tudor revival houses on Broadstreet and 
more recent houses in the ranch and tri-level styles, which express themselves 
horizontally.  Multi-story apartment buildings are vertical in directional 
expression; institutional buildings and commercial buildings, especially where 
they exist in rows, are horizontal in directional expression. 

(17)  Rhythm of building setbacks. Front and side yard setbacks are consistent on each 
residential street in the Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District; the contributing 
commercial buildings on Dexter Boulevard are set at the front lot line and have no 
front or side yard setback.  Setbacks for institutional buildings vary. 

(18)   Relationship of lot coverages. The lot coverage for the single and two-family 
residential structures ranges generally from twenty-five (25) per cent to thirty-five 
(35) per cent, including the usual freestanding garage.  The multi-unit structures 
adjacent to Petoskey Street have about sixty (60) percent lot coverage, while the 
apartment building at Dexter Boulevard and Tyler Avenue has a lot coverage of 
approximately eighty (80) per cent.  Commercial buildings on Dexter Boulevard 
have a range of lot coverages from approximately twenty (20) per cent to one 
hundred (100) per cent, with contributing structures ranging generally from sixty 
(60) percent to eighty (80) percent.  They are typically placed at the front lot line, 
but may not fill the lot at the rear. The commercial structures on Dexter 
Boulevard that have a lot coverage as low as twenty (20) percent are usually the 
more recent structures which provide paved areas on the property; lot coverage 
for institutional buildings in the district varies considerably. Broadstreet 
Presbyterian Church occupies approximately forty (40) per cent of its property; its 
siting at the rear lot line with an addition at its south end create a substantial green 
space in front. 

(19)   Degree of complexity within the facades.  The facades within the Russell Woods-
Sullivan Historic District range from very simple to quite complex, depending on 
style, but are straightforward in its arrangement of elements and details; overall, 
there is a low degree of complexity. 

(20)   Orientation, vistas, overviews.  The orientations of buildings and streets were 
created by the subdivision plans, which place the largest lots and houses on a 
north-south street, Broadstreet Boulevard, and adjacent to a park, and assign 
smaller lot sizes and houses to adjacent east-west streets.  Individual houses are 
oriented toward the street, almost without exception; even the multiple unit 
buildings located on Buena Vista street and Tyler street at Petoskey Street have 
been given more fully developed facades facing the main residential streets.  The 
residential neighborhood is sandwiched between two major commercial 
thoroughfares, Dexter Boulevard on the east and Livernois Avenue on the west. 
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(21)   Symmetric or asymmetric appearance.  Front facades of buildings range from 
completely symmetrical to asymmetrical but balanced. 

(22)   General environmental character.  The Russell Woods-Sullivan Historic District 
is a fully-developed middle-class residential area of the second quarter of the 
twentieth century, with a planned hierarchy of housing stock ranging from the 
largest houses on Broadstreet and adjacent to the park to the smaller, including 
double houses, located on the east-west streets.  Its straight streets and the 
consistent lot sizes on each street create a comfortable and handsome urban 
residential environment. 
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